Elwald to become Armstrong;
Because in the world of the Louman, the Elwald can not exist.
To have the unvanquished one first must have the vanquished and from the world of the
Louman the Elwald does not exist.
Elwald is a variant of the Scandinavian-Anglo Elgwald, meaning elk or moose of the
forest, where Louman in Norman-Anglo means wolf person. Fairbairn, is of Fair Bear,
and the Bear, and Moose get along both being of Saxony;

But the elg/elk/moose gets eaten by the wolfs;

With the last past chief an his mother of Clan Elliot United Kingdom the Elwald were
recognized;

But today because of wolf like values coming from the husband of the daughter of the
past chief the Elwald are not recognized as a line of clan Elliot.

Used are what he feels to be covert activities to cover it up.

Clan Armstrong Trust and myself in our on spiritually self lead values believe in
preservation of the borderlands.

Armstrong have been compared to cowboys, and guess they are both self lead and know
the importance of preserving historical antiquities such as The Hermitage Castle for
future generations.

Infinis is planning a Wind Turbine farm on my families ancestral land near The
Hermitage Castle;

As one can see above the Buccleuch family acquired it after granddad, Dan/Daniel
Ellot/Elliot was banished from both kingdoms in 1607.

Martin Elwood/Elwald/Ellot at Braidley was one land of Bothwell acquired from the
William Douglas family of Cavers, then he built a strong tower on Redheugh land near
Lariston.
Clan Elliot has shown support allong with Clan Kerr and Roxburghe (Cessford -Ker) of
Infinis building a wind farm on my ancestral lands, of Gorrenberry.
Unlike beating a relative of Buccleuch that of the Duke of Northumberland because he is
English, Clan Elliot, Kerr and Roxburghe are using a covert approach of having Infinis
do the dirty work for them, against Buccleuch. In a covert sense the Buccleuch Scott,
and the Cessford Kerr are still feuding, and the only ones I trust in their clan trust are the
Armstrong.

Windy Edge seems such an obscure name used by Infinis, for such a pretty place as
Gorrenberry estate.

My family is described in The Chronicles;

Being of U106 DNA the migrated out of Germany;

The Scott, Bell, and Johnston seem to have U106 ancestry also;

The Dan/Daniel Cluster is pretty close to the Osborne group of U106.

In East Anglia one finds an Beorn and Alfwold/Elfwald.

It is shown that my family came into the region later acquiring a surname
Elfwold/Elwald, near Crowland/Croyland, as shown in The Chronicles.

Shared DNA with border families;

A Robert P. Elliott in the Daniel cluster has done a lot of research on the Daniel cluster
DNA, and have him to thank. It should be noted one Armstrong match (Lowell) is from
like my family Fermanagh, the other from Northumberland.

The region of Fermanagh the family is from is among the Hume, Hamilton, Somerville
estate in Tullikelter/Tullykelter.
Family did in up in the Sutton, MA, USA, region of Daniel Elliot living next to a Martin
Armstrong early eighteenth century.

Though it is felt that am related to the present day clan chief;

Am from the William Elwald of Gorrenberry-Horseleyhill line, instead of the RedheughHorselyhill line. It would have been difficult for Robert of Redheugh to relocate the
Elwald/Elliot, and it is felt that Buccleuch got the stepson of Gavin, and his sister Jean
Scott, a Gilbert the illegitimate so of Maggie (Helen) Kidd placed at Hartsgarth on
original Redheugh land, to carry out the process. Acquisition of land made the family
more of the values of the Normans in land ownership as opposed to family values. It is
the Norman Loumann which do not recognize the Scandinavian Elwald, like the
Scandinavian Fairbairn do.
Andrew the father of Andrew alias Dandie the Cow, is the original Cowie of
Gorrenberry, a story my family made up in order to survive in Norman Louman type
society. Can only be a Cowie for so long, then for my own inner survival have to be with
those who recognize me for who I am like Lowell Armstrong does.

Because the United Kingdom's Clan Armstrong unlike the Clan Elliot in the United
Kingdom is preserving instead of desecrating the borderlands, and recognized the
Elwald line, am requesting that the Elwald become like my adopted by the Crozier great
grandfather Clementis Hob (Hob-Robert Elwald), like the Crozier a sept of Clan
Armstrong.
Mark Elliott 3/11/2015
Info found online at elwald.com and gorrenberry.com

